Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post : May post with another card
simultaneously, paying it's cost.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Active : Whenever you post a card,
draw a card from the advertise card
pile for each. If the posted card is a
Service industry, gain 4 coins for each
in addition.

Active : Whenever you post a card,
Post : If you have less than 3 cards
draw a card from the advertise card in hand (including this), this card's
pile for each. If the posted card is a
cost is 0.
Service industry, gain 4 coins for each
in addition.

Post : If you have less than 3 cards
in hand (including this), this card's
cost is 0.

Post : If you have less than 3 cards
in hand (including this), this card's
cost is 0.

Post : If you have less than 3 cards
in hand (including this), this card's
cost is 0.

When this card is discarded by
other advertise card effects, gain
3 coins.

When this card is discarded by
other advertise card effects, gain
3 coins.

When this card is discarded by
other advertise card effects, gain
3 coins.

X : Your current number of cards
in hand x2
Y : Your current number of cards
in hand x2

X : Your current number of cards
in hand x2
Y : Your current number of cards
in hand x2

Active : Whenever the number of
cards in your hand change inside
a range of 5~8, gain 2 coins.
Employed : If you have exactly
8 cards in hand at the end of this
round, gain 1 VP.

Active : Whenever the number of
cards in your hand change inside
a range of 5~8, gain 2 coins.
Employed : If you have exactly
8 cards in hand at the end of this
round, gain 1 VP.

Post : If you have no other cards on
your board, gain 2 coins. If you have
1 or more, lose 1 coin instead.

Post : If you have no other cards on
your board, gain 2 coins. If you have
1 or more, lose 1 coin instead.

Post : If you have no other cards on
your board, gain 2 coins. If you have
1 or more, lose 1 coin instead.

Post : If you have no other cards on
your board, gain 2 coins. If you have
1 or more, lose 1 coin instead.

Post : Immediately expire a card on
your board.
(cannot post if you do not)

Post : Immediately expire a card on
your board.
(cannot post if you do not)

Post : Immediately expire a card on
your board.
(cannot post if you do not)

Employed : If 2 or more other of your
cards employed simultaneously,
gain 1 VP.

Employed : If 2 or more other of your
cards employed simultaneously,
gain 1 VP.

Post : For each other card on your
board, gain 3 coins.
(Cannot gain more than 15 coins)

Post : For each other card on your
board, gain 3 coins.
(Cannot gain more than 15 coins)

Post : Move 1 month token from a card Post : Move 1 month token from a card Post : Move 1 month token from a card
on your board to this.
on your board to this.
on your board to this.

Post : Move 1 month token from a card Active : Whenever your card expires,
on your board to this.
gain 4 coins and add the card to your
hand.

Active : Whenever your card expires,
gain 4 coins and add the card to your
hand.

Active : Whenever your card expires,
gain 4 coins and add the card to your
hand.

Active : Whenever a month token is
placed or removed from this card,
gain 2 coins for each token.

Post : All players simultaneously hand
over a card from their hand to the
player to their right.
Then, you may discard a card from
your hand.

Post : All players simultaneously hand
over a card from their hand to the
player to their right.
Then, you may discard a card from
your hand.

Active : Whenever a month token is
placed or removed from this card,
gain 2 coins for each token.

Employed : Look at the top 3 cards of
the advertise card pile. Choose 1 card
to add to your hand. Put the rest on
the advertise trash pile.

Employed : Look at the top 3 cards of
the advertise card pile. Choose 1 card
to add to your hand. Put the rest on
the advertise trash pile.

Employed : Look at the top 3 cards of Employed : Discard up to 2 cards from
the advertise card pile. Choose 1 card your hand. Draw the same number of
to add to your hand. Put the rest on cards from the advertise card pile.
the advertise trash pile.

Employed : Discard up to 2 cards from Employed : Discard up to 2 cards from Employed : Name an industry. Reveal
your hand. Draw the same number of your hand. Draw the same number of the bottom 7 cards of the advertise
cards from the advertise card pile.
cards from the advertise card pile.
card pile. If there is a card that
matches, choose 1 and add it to your
hand.

Employed : Name an industry. Reveal
the bottom 7 cards of the advertise
card pile. If there is a card that
matches, choose 1 and add it to your
hand.

Employed : Name an industry. Reveal Active : May draw a card from the
the bottom 7 cards of the advertise
advertise card pile at the end of the
card pile. If there is a card that
Employ Phase in each round.
matches, choose 1 and add it to your
hand.

Active : May draw a card from the
advertise card pile at the end of the
Employ Phase in each round.

Active : May draw a card from the
advertise card pile at the end of the
Employ Phase in each round.

Post : If you return a card on your
board to your hand, the cost of this
card is 0.

Post : If you return a card on your
board to your hand, the cost of this
card is 0.

Post : If you return a card on your
board to your hand, the cost of this
card is 0.

Active : If there is 1 or more month
tokens placed on this card, all players
cannot purchase any items.

Active : If there is 1 or more month
tokens placed on this card, all players
cannot purchase any items.

Active : If there is 1 or more month
tokens placed on this card, all players
cannot purchase any items.

Employed : Look at the top 3 cards of
the item card pile. You may purchase
1 of the 3 and put it on the item trash
pile. Then, return the cards on the item
card pile in any order.

Employed : Look at the top 3 cards of
the item card pile. You may purchase
1 of the 3 and put it on the item trash
pile. Then, return the cards on the item
card pile in any order.

Employed : All players with 7 or more
cards in hand must choose 1 of the
following.
・Discard 2 cards from your hand.
・Lose 5 coins.

Employed : All players with 7 or more Active : Whenever after your "Submit" Active : Whenever after your "Submit"
cards in hand must choose 1 of the
action, draw 2 cards from the advertise action, draw 2 cards from the advertise
following.
card pile.
card pile.
・Discard 2 cards from your hand.
・Lose 5 coins.

Active : Once per round, you may
re-roll the dice rolled by all players.

Active : Once per round, you may
re-roll the dice rolled by all players.

Employed : Choose 1 of the following.
・Look at the top 7 cards of the adverti
se card pile. Choose 2 cards to add to y
our hand. Put the rest on the advertise
trash pile.
・Remove all month tokens on your bo
ard.

Employed : May discard 3 cards from
your hand. If you did, put all the cards
in the advertise trash pile but the 3 you
discarded back to the advertise card
pile. Then, look at all the cards in the
advertise card pile. Choose 1 card to
add to your hand, and shuffle the pile.

Active : May remove any number of
month tokens on this card at the end
of the Employ Phase in each round.
Expired : Remove all month tokens
placed on every card from the board
of all players.

Post : Gain 6 coins.
Expired : Lose 3 coins.

Post : Gain 6 coins.
Expired : Lose 3 coins.

Post : Gain 6 coins.
Expired : Lose 3 coins.

Employed : May choose 1 card other
than this on the board from all players
that employed simultaneously, and
add it to your hand.

Employed : May choose 1 card other
than this on the board from all players
that employed simultaneously, and
add it to your hand.

Post : +1 Action points.
Active : If you have 1 or more Action
points, you may pay 3 coins.
Whenever you do, +1 Action points.

Active : Whenever you "Lose" coins
from other effects, gain 5 coins instead.

Active : Whenever you "Lose" coins Active : Whenever you look or reveal
from other effects, gain 5 coins instead. cards from the advertise card pile and
choose 1 to add to your hand, +2 cards
you can look or reveal, and +1 card you
can add to your hand.

Active : Whenever you look or reveal
cards from the advertise card pile and
choose 1 to add to your hand, +2 cards
you can look or reveal, and +1 card you
can add to your hand.

Can only post if you have 7 or more
cards in both your hand and on your
board.
Active : If there are 2 or more month
tokens on this card, gain 10 VP and put
this card on the advertise trash pile.

Whenever another player has 10 or
more VP, you may discard this card
from your hand at the end of the
Update Phase. If you did, gain 5 coins,
and start 1 more round where only you
execute each phase.

If the decided roll at the Employ
Phase is a "1" or "6", put this card on
the item trash pile immediately.
Then, all players with 8 or more cards
must discard down to 7.

+1 Action Points.
Choose 1 card in the advertise trash pil
e and add it to your hand.

The card text below is applied from
the next round of appearance.
As long as this card is revealed, all
"Research(Explore)" and "Obtain"
actions can be executed, ignoring
hand-size limitations. All costs for
advertise cards will go down by 2 coins.

+1 Action Points.
Choose 1 card in the advertise trash
pile and add it to your hand.

+1 Action Points.
Choose 1 card in the advertise trash
pile and add it to your hand.

+1 Action Points.
Fix the dice to a roll of your choice at
the next Employ Phase.
The same round, month tokens will not
be placed on cards of all players.

+1 Action Points.
Fix the dice to a roll of your choice at
the next Employ Phase.
The same round, month tokens will not
be placed on cards of all players.

+1 Action Points.
Discard any number of cards from your
hand. Draw the same number of cards
from the advertise card pile.

+1 Action Points.
Discard any number of cards from your
hand. Draw the same number of cards
from the advertise card pile.

+1 Action Points.
Discard any number of cards from your
hand. Draw the same number of cards
from the advertise card pile.

Add this as a card of your choice and
submit (process exactly as "Submit"
action). Then, put this card on the
item discard pile.

Add this as a card of your choice and
submit (process exactly as "Submit"
action). Then, put this card on the
item discard pile.

+1 Action Points.
Gain 1 VP.

+1 Action Points.
Gain 1 VP.

+1 Action Points.
Gain 1 VP.

Post 2 cards from your hand
simultaneously, paying both costs.
(Cannot chain same effect)

Post 2 cards from your hand
simultaneously, paying both costs.
(Cannot chain same effect)

